
Welcome to GGC Libre introduction and education session. 
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Part of material was used based on ideas and experience of Dr Fraser Gibb from 

Edinburgh where they started Libre use slightly earlier. Edinburgh where they started Libre use slightly earlier. 
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We trust that you are well aware of how and why glucose control is so important, yet a 

short review will help in further explorations. short review will help in further explorations. 
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For many years HBA1c was used to evaluate the diabetes control – it was the best 

known and fairly easily applicable measure. known and fairly easily applicable measure. 
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It is a normal process that glucose present in the blood attaches to the protein 

haemoglobin on the red blood cells, however the more glucose is present the more haemoglobin on the red blood cells, however the more glucose is present the more 

‘glycated’ RBC becomes. 
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Extensive studies on complications related to diabetes showed a significant and very 

clear correlation of HbA1c and the risk of complications. A person’s whose HbA1c is clear correlation of HbA1c and the risk of complications. A person’s whose HbA1c is 

below 48  risk to develop complications is fairly similar to the person without diabetes, 

whereas someone whose HbA1c above 75 has a very high risk of complications in fairly 

short period of time. In addition, a person whose HbA1c is above 86 mmol/mol is at risk 

of DKA at any point in time. 
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Same studies have shown that eyes are most sensitive to overload of glucose, kidneys 

being next on a row of complications followed by nerve damage in fingers and feet. An being next on a row of complications followed by nerve damage in fingers and feet. An 

example – a person whose HbA1c is 58 mmol/mol has a double risk for retinopathy 

compared to a person without diabetes. 
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Another correlation observed by clinicians and researchers was that increasing number 

of BG checks a day decreases HbA1c – well, given the fact that a person is reacting on of BG checks a day decreases HbA1c – well, given the fact that a person is reacting on 

the current BG readings. 
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Another important aspect of diabetes control is hypoglycaemia management. In efforts 

to reduce the BG levels there is a flipside which might be acute and very dangerous –to reduce the BG levels there is a flipside which might be acute and very dangerous –

too low BG. Minimizing the number of hypoglycaemia events and their severity means a 

good control, not just purely low HBA1c. 
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Until recently the third and very important aspect of diabetes control was not much 

discussed, mainly because the data has become available due to new technology discussed, mainly because the data has become available due to new technology 

recently. Having CGM and Libre more recently is giving a way more extensive picture of 

glucose excursions than several screenshots of BG testing. 
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This might look as a complicated scientific graph but this will give a good insight why not 

only glucose levels but also their excursions and variations are important. A person with only glucose levels but also their excursions and variations are important. A person with 

persistent BG of 15 mmol will present with HbA1c of approx 86 mmol/mol. A person 

with persistent BG of 10 mmol/mmol will likely present with HbA1c of 58 mmol/mol. A 

person whose BG varies in rollercoasting between 5 and 15 mmol/l will also present 

with HbA1c of 58 mmol/mol, however the latter case will have much higher risk for 

complications due to damage to the cells done by variations of glucose. 
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The BG excursions in the previous slide may remind you of the peaks of Himalayas. 
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However we much prefer the soft line of Scottish munros. It means way healthier 

outcome in relation to complications. outcome in relation to complications. 
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We get to the more specific part which you all are familiar with as you all have 

graduated from Libre Academy online. graduated from Libre Academy online. 
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A quick review of few things you may know. 
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This is the kit you will be presented with today. 
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A sensor is about 2 p coin size, inserted at the back of the arm and can be worn for 2 

weeks. weeks. 
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The reader has more information than a usual BG meter: it does show glucose reading, 

the trend arrow in which direction glucose is changing and the graph of the last 8 hours the trend arrow in which direction glucose is changing and the graph of the last 8 hours 

readings. 
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Application of sensor is uncomplicated. What is important to remember is that scanner 

needs at least 1 hour to adjust, although some patients may notice that readings are not needs at least 1 hour to adjust, although some patients may notice that readings are not 

consistent for the first 24 hours. 
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This illustrates the difference between measuring glucose in interstitial tissue by Libre 

and measuring BG by any standard BG meter – and so explains the difference between and measuring BG by any standard BG meter – and so explains the difference between 

the readings. 
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The levels of glucose in interstitial tissue  reach similar to those in the blood about 5 to 

10 min later. The lag may be even greater if hypoglycaemia is present at the time of 10 min later. The lag may be even greater if hypoglycaemia is present at the time of 

check as the blood flow becomes slower. This would explain the fact that if you detect 

readings lower than 3.9 mmol on Libre very likely that hypo was present for at least 10-

15 min already. 
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The arrows are fairly self explanatory. 
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That’s how changes in BG look on the graph reflected by the arrows on the reader. 
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It is calculated that a fast change may change your BG at about 1 mmol per 10 min, 

whereas moderate change changes between 0.5 and 1 mmol/l per 10 min. whereas moderate change changes between 0.5 and 1 mmol/l per 10 min. 
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Based on these observations it is possible to predict what may happen with your current 

glucose levels within next 10 or 20 min. glucose levels within next 10 or 20 min. 
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Lets look at some examples. 
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One of the beauties and benefit of Libre trends would be reacting timely on the trend 

which indicates possible hypo – and not overtreating it as it does happen when actual which indicates possible hypo – and not overtreating it as it does happen when actual 

hypo happens. 
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Looking at trends lets you react at the problem areas such as high readings on most 

mornings; mornings; 



… or react at high variations at certain times of the day.  



Ideally, this is what we are aiming to observe and achieve. This is not a demo, but a real 

person’s with diabetes graphs. person’s with diabetes graphs. 



Knowing your current glucose levels and trends is not only clinical value, but also 

learning experience which is very individual – every person reacts differently to certain learning experience which is very individual – every person reacts differently to certain 

foods or certain types of exercises. Scan frequently, learn your own experience and 

share it with us. Make adjustments based on your experience if you can. 
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Why are we annoying with so many scans a day? This is the graph similar to the one 

you’ve seen earlier and it once again confirms the benefit of frequent checking. you’ve seen earlier and it once again confirms the benefit of frequent checking. 



This is not only clinical value, but also learning experience which is very individual –

every person reacts differently to certain foods or certain types of exercises. Scan every person reacts differently to certain foods or certain types of exercises. Scan 

frequently, learn your own experience and share it with us. Make adjustments based on 

your experience if you can. 
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Some practical notes. We have prepared simplified guidelines for actions necessary 

based on Libre scanning: Until you get used to a new technology and getting confident in based on Libre scanning: Until you get used to a new technology and getting confident in 

relying on its results we do advise to back up with BG finger prick tests. 
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Even if you feel absolutely confident  (and despite any earthquake that possibly may 

happen in Scotland!)  these are the times when it is absolutely essential to back up Libre happen in Scotland!)  these are the times when it is absolutely essential to back up Libre 

results with actual BG check. 
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Libre App is available for smart phones (Iphone version 7 or higher) and provides even 

more information than a reader. more information than a reader. 
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App gives a wider variety of information compared to the factory reader. 
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The practicality of the app is that it can also be shared with other family members or 

carers for a child and viewed in real time. carers for a child and viewed in real time. 
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As a part of the contract we asked each individual Libre user to set up a Libre view 

account so that both you at home and we at the clinic would be able to review the account so that both you at home and we at the clinic would be able to review the 

trends. 
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It is essential that you look at the patterns on the Libre reader and Libre view and make 

adjustments to your insulin regiment accordingly. The programme will give an adjustments to your insulin regiment accordingly. The programme will give an 

opportunity to look into weekly and monthly trends. 
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The GP will be prescribing 2 sensors a month. If the sensor is faulty the company will 

replace it however if it falls off or cannot be used due to accident it will not be replaced.  replace it however if it falls off or cannot be used due to accident it will not be replaced.  
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You will be getting this letter to take to your GP after the session. 



Before you receive the Libre kit we will ask you to sign a consent form and hand it to us 

– it is within your information package. – it is within your information package. 
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You may become professionals. On predicting. On acting. Does it remind you of 

something? something? 
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